TREZLOR is a Easy,
Powerful and
Cognitive Platform
with Customized
Client, Staff, and
Owner Applications

Contact us
sales@trezlor.com
www.trezlor.com
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JUST SIMPLIFIED !

Maximize

Simplify

Get more bookings through our customer
mobile app platforms, serve more clients by
better control on appointments, reduce
client wait-time for processing payments,
track staff's productivity & business on a
daily basis & get better control on inventory.

Using Trezlor, you can simplify your most
time-consuming salon management tasks
and reports. Your front office would love the
simplicity and the speed of our POS so they
can focus on the client experience and not
having to spend time on making the
software to work.

Elevate
Using Trezlor's customer-centric
notifications & features to capture all
relevant information for a client. Track client
membership or package expiry, advances,
service balances, buying patterns & use
automated SMS campaigns to remind them
of the same.

TREZLOR helps salons and
spas to leverage technology
to grow and .......

Drive

Unify

Track ROI of your strategies, marketing
campaigns, memberships, and more
through various analytical reports & tools
which showcases client buying patters,
client retention, and how your business
health, in general.

Trifold brochures have long been a type of
material used to advertise brands, products,
and services. The best way to maximize its
use is to introduce what the brand has to
offer with a brief or about section like this.
Make sure to keep your introduction short
but interesting enough to readers.

Lead
We understand your clients have a range of
options to choose from. As a technology
partner, we empower you to be leaders in
your domain by giving the most enriching
experience to your clients, ease of use for
your billing staff & ease access to reports &
analytics to salon owners

Turbo-charge your
business
Analytics
Billing
Finance
Appointment
Inventory
Staff
Marketing
and more

